CERTIFIED RECORD OF LAND CORNER MONUMENTATION

History of original corner establishment:

This corner was originally established by the G.L.O. They set a post at 80.00 chains North of the corner common to T.5 and R.10 and R.11W. 80.00 Set post for corner 25 and 36

An Elder 4", diam. N.50°W. 57 links
Elder 3", diam. N.10°W. 31 links
Elder 3", diam. S.20°E. 39 links
A Spruce 16", S.10°W. 70 links

(Contract Survey)

Description of corner evidence found:

I found a 1" capped pipe by a windfall at the corner. The "elders" are gone, but the Spruce is still alive and has been opened up so the scribing is visible. There were also 2 other stumps marked as BT's.

Description of monuments and depositions I established to perpetuate the original location of this corner

I set a 2"x30" Iron pipe with a flared bottom and a brass cap riveted to the top marked:

T.55
R.11W. R.10W.
S25 S30
S36 S31
1971
G.L.O. 816

I tied to the existing BT's and retagged them. I also scribed and tagged a new BT to the S.E.

76" Spruce S.10°W. 464 ft. (scribing partially visible)
90" Spruce stump N.71°W. 952 ft. (scribing visible)
31" Spruce stump N.32°E. 362 ft. (scribing visible)
(no record)

I marked: 56" Spruce S.58°E. 702 ft., mld. "T55 R10W S31BT"

I set 6 foot steel posts 5 feet South and 5 feet East of the corner with "Attention" and "Property Boundary" signs on them.
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